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Introduction
§1.1 - WELCOME STATEMENT:
Welcome to the Larimer county 4-H Junior Leadership Club Dairy Bar! This
fundraiser started more than 40 years ago selling ice cream and was a great
opportunity to learn leadership skills. That still remains true to this day, except we
have gone a step further “To Make The Best Better” by running a full concession
stand providing a variety of food items. This handbook is not contractual and was
developed to provide a helpful reference and manual for you of the procedures,
policies, and practices when working, advising, and/or managing of the Dairy Bar.

§1.2 - OUR PURPOSE:
The Dairy Bar is an equal opportunity for members in 4-H and provides the
learning experiences of customer service, time management, and teamwork skills.
However, the Dairy Bar is also a fundraiser for the Junior Leadership Club where
we sponsor awards, events, and provide scholarships to 4-H members needing
funding for their projects and special event participation.

§1.3 - HOW YOU CAN HELP:
The Junior Leadership Club provides several opportunities for you to help out
with the Dairy Bar. You can work with your local 4-H club, or become involved
in the Junior Leadership Club to work in junior leader positions and serve on the
Dairy Bar committees.

§1.4 - WORKER BENEFITS:
Remember that all workers are volunteers and are not paid.
The intention is fundraising and for members to experience hands-on learning.
A - Local Club Worker Benefits:
These workers will receive a free medium ice cream per shift worked or
other same valued item determined by a primary manager or advisor.
B - Junior Leader Worker Benefits:
Junior leader workers will receive coupons (valued from $2 to $6)
periodically for being “Hard at Work” and primary managers can also
receive 20% off any purchase. Furthermore, junior leaders that have logged
a minimum sum of 8 hours of work during the county fair each year for at
least 2 years will be eligible for senior scholarship.
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Workers and Responsibilities
§2.1 - GENERAL EXPECTATIONS:
Our main expectation here in the Dairy Bar is to follow the 4-H motto, “To Make
The Best Better.” Below is a list of some expectations for this to be possible:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Act and maintain the best professional manner and service possible towards
customers and workers.
Keep appropriate and professional posture (do not sit down).
Maintain a level of productivity and efficiency without getting distracted.
Remain courteous, respectful, and kind at all times.
Keep everything well-organized and clean during your work.
Always maintain and produce high-quality service and products.
Adhere to all policies and procedures set fourth and herein (see section 3 & 4).
Follow your job responsibility and be accountable for your doings.

§2.2 - ADVISORS AND MANAGERS:
1.

Adult Advisors:
These are elected adults providing supervision and help with the Dairy Bar by
making sure that the operation, inventory, marketing, money, and safety is in good
standing and is running smoothly as they guide the 4-H member workers. They
may over rule details herein or set fourth additional rules temporary if it doesn’t
conflict with the club bylaws or any 4-H policy.

2.

Primary Managers:
This is the management team from the official Dairy Bar management committee.
The team has the responsibilities of making sure that the Dairy Bar is running
smoothly by managing it with whatever means necessary and to make important
decisions. They have the authority of the workers, money, inventory, market,
menu, food, operation, and safety. They also have the same duties as the shift
supervisor and the responsibility to distribute the benefits to the workers.

3.

Executive Manager:
This is the club president, who is a primary manager of the highest in authority.
Furthermore, the club vice-president who is also a primary manager, is the second
highest in authority and is referred as the “Vice-Executive Manager.”
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Workers and Responsibilities
§2.3 - JUNIOR LEADER WORKERS:
1.

Shift Supervisor:
The primary management team may assign this assistant management position if a
primary manager becomes absent, busy, or needs to teach officer-elects. This
person has the responsibilities to make sure that (1) each worker is doing their job,
staying on task, and adhering to all the policies herein, (2) teach members to do
their job correctly, (3) make sure shifts transition smoothly, (4) to keep everything
organized and managed as much as possible, and (5) assume the duties of the
kitchen runner during times that aren’t as busy.

2.

Cashier:
The cashier is responsible for taking orders, representing our club, and handling
payments from customers, while operating the register efficiently. Always smile,
greet customers, and ask/take customer orders.

3.

Kitchen Runner:
An optional position. The kitchen runner is responsible for gathering food orders
and delivering them to the customers as fast as possible. During non-busy shifts,
the shift supervisor will undertake this position.

4.

Soft Serve Operator:
This worker is responsible for operating the ice cream machine, preparing soft
serve cups for customers, making sure the machine has sufficient mix, and is
working as it should.

5.

Dairy Bar Chefs:
The Dairy Bar chefs are responsible for preparing the food.
There are multiple stations, which the food is prepared at:
A. Pretzels and Nachos Station: worker is responsible for making and preparing
the pretzels, and nachos for the customers.
B. Beverage Station: worker is responsible for preparing beverage items. This job
is only necessary independently during busy hours, otherwise it is combined
with the “A” Station list above.
C. Food Station: multiple chefs work together preparing and cooking food items
for the customers. The advisors usually help out with the cooking.
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Workers and Responsibilities
§2.4 - LOCAL CLUB WORKERS:
If the Junior Leadership Club does not have enough members to work in the Dairy
Bar; local clubs with members 12 years of age or older may be invited for the
opportunity to help prepare the food and help the junior leaders complete tasks.
Younger members 8-11 years of age must be supervised by an adult or junior
leader. The local club workers are only allowed to be chefs and assistants to the
junior leaders. They may be granted the job to be a kitchen runner or soft serve
operator if a primary manager or advisor allows it.

§2.5 - SCHEDULES AND SHIFTS:
Schedules are prepared to meet the appropriate work demands for business
operation of the Dairy Bar. Schedules are arranged by the primary managers and is
posted by the club president.
•

When workers are scheduled to work for a shift, it is suggested to arrive at
least 15 minutes before the shift to get comfortably settled, and are expected to
start working immediately when the shift begins.

•

If you are late to a shift (that is any time after the shift commences) then you
will be logged as absent. Repeated tardiness will not be tolerated and will
make you ineligible for senior scholarships for that year. On the flip side,
punctuality is very respected. Please communicate with a manager or advisor if
you’re unable to work or are going to be late for a shift that you signed up for.

•

It is recommended that workers schedule responsibility around their other 4-H
obligations (e.g. showing livestock), so they can have a 100% attendance.

•

Pay frequent attention to the shift schedule as it may be modified or shifts may
be canceled for any reason. This can be announced before or during Dairy Bar
operation. Correspondence will be sent out and posted if this occurs.

•

Note that shift schedules of workers and managers may differ with duration
and time for the purpose of smooth transitions between shifts.
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General Operations
§3.1 - FOOD SAFETY:
The Junior Leadership Club wants to prevent any danger with food borne illnesses
as the fourth “H” is health in 4-H, so we spend extra effort to ensure proper
sanitation and safety. Each junior leader is required to have a valid food safety
certificate. All workers in the Dairy Bar must follow the below steps to help
ensure proper food safety. More information can be found at larimer.org/health.
•

Do not wear clothing or shoes that were previously in contact with animals or
worn in the barns or near that area. If clothing or shoes cannot be changed,
wear an apron and/or disposable shoe covering before entering the kitchen.

•

Wash hands and wear disposable plastic gloves when handling food. If you
change stations or gloves become contaminated, dispose the gloves, rewash
hands, and put on a new clean pair of gloves.

•

When washing hands: use hand sinks, apply soap, only use warm water, scrub
for twenty seconds, rinse for ten seconds, then dry with a clean towel.

•

If you are experiencing any type of symptoms or illnesses detailed in section
4.6, do not work in the kitchen.

•

Any food item that has fallen on the floor or countertop must be disposed.

•

All utensils, countertops, and appliances must be washed, rinsed, and sanitized
before used throughout the day. If anything becomes contaminated (i.e. utensil
falls on floor), it needs to be rewashed, re-rinsed, and re-sanitized.

•

Do not eat or drink anything while in the Masonville kitchen area.

•

Follow the hygiene requirements under section 4.5.

•

Take and record temperatures to make sure all food is up to temperature:
a. Make sure thermometers are recalibrated before use.
b. Cold food should be below 40˚F and hot food should be above 140˚F.
c. Poultry & ground meats-165˚F; and beef & pork-145˚F with 3 minute rest.

•

Do not leave an ice scoop in the ice container. Don’t let the ice scoop handle
touch the ice either. Also, don’t touch or eat ice directly from the container.

•

Any item that has passed the “Best By” date cannot be sold, but can be given
away as a free item. If an item passes an expiration date, then trash it.
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§3.2 - FOOD PREPARATION:
Below are the typical food items on the menu with brief instructions on how to
make and prepare them for customers. Each station should have very detailed
instructions on how to make each food item. Other menu items need to be
explained and written down of how to make and prepare them.
1.

Breakfast Burrito:
Place one pan with 12-14 of pre-made burritos into the oven at 170˚F to keep them
warm until served. Check periodically to make sure they are staying above 145˚F.

2.

Chili Bowl:
Fill a foam bowl with chili, then add one scoop of nacho cheese or 1 oz. of
shredded cheese on the top. Customer may request for no cheese.

3.

Chili Cheese Dog:
Use a plate, then carefully open the bun and place a fully cooked hot dog in it.
Next, use the ladle to smother it with chili, then add some cheese on the top.

4.

Chicken Strips:
Follow instructions on the label for specific baking duration and temperature, then
wrap in foil to place in the Hot Pass or Oven to keep warm until served.

5.

Corn Dog:
Place an open packaged corn dog in the microwave for about 50-70 seconds. Take
the warmed hot dog out and wrap it in one sheet of aluminum foil with the stick
exposed. Keep the hot dogs warmed until served by placing them in the hot pass.

6.

Frito Pie:
Scoop Frito chips (about 6 oz.’s) into the bowl. Then pour one ladle full of chili
over the chips. Next, use a pinch of shredded cheese over the top of the chili.

7.

Hot Dog:
Carefully open the bun, place on tray, then place a fully cooked hot dog into bun.

8.

Nachos:
Fill nacho tray or plate with chips, add any toppings (e.g. jalapeños), and fill cup
or tray slot with nacho cheese.
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9.

Pretzels:
Take a pretzel (make sure it is soft in the middle) from the warmer then place on
wax paper. Lightly spray the pretzel with water, then lightly drizzle salt or
cinnamon depending on what the customer requested. Also fill a cup with cheese
to accompany the pretzel with salt or if requested.

10.

Pulled Pork:
Follow instructions on the label for specific baking duration and temperature.
Once fully baked, pour into one heat ’n serve to keep warm at or above 145˚F.

11.

Pre-prepared Snack Items:
Snacks can include chips, candy bars, donuts, and ice cream sandwiches (not an
option with meals) which can be found on the snack rack. Make sure that the rack
is stocked at all times. Re-stock items can be found in the storage room.

12.

Root Beer Float:
By using the soft serve machine or store bought ice cream, fill a large cup about
half-way, then slowly pour the entire cup with root bear.

13.

Soft Serve Ice Cream:
Our most popular item and comes in three different sizes (small, medium, and
large). Along with three flavors (left: chocolate, right: vanilla, and middle: twist).
Fill the cup from the machine with a little swirl at the top for a regular soft serve.

14.

Signature Milkshake:
Add soft serve with milkshake mix in a container, and blend it all together. Place
milkshake in a large cup, then add whip cream with sprinkles or cherry on top.

15.

Food Item Name: _____________________________
Instructions: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

16.

Food Item Name: _____________________________
Instructions:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
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General Operations
§3.3 - DRINK PREPARATION:
Below are the typical beverage items on the menu with instructions on how to
make and prepare them for customers. Each station should have very detailed
instructions on how to make each beverage. Other menu items need to be
explained and written down of how to make and prepare them.
1.

Arnold Palmer:
Fill 1/3rd of the cup/container with ice or directed by customer, then fill fifty
percent with lemonade and the other fifty percent with iced tea.

2.

Coffee:
Fill the urn with sixty cups of water, then place the basket and rod into it. Fill
basket with three cups of coffee grounds and screw on the lid. Plug in and wait
until the light turns green (takes about 7-10 minutes) to dispense the coffee.

3.

Hot Chocolate:
Fill a small or medium size cup with hot water from an urn or by placing it in the
microwave. Then pour hot chocolate powder and stir until fully mixed.

4.

Iced Tea:
By using an urn, open the lid, remove the pump, fill with hot water, and place
about thirty tea bags into the water. Place pump and lid back on urn and wait 5
minutes to brew. Then pour the tea into a cooler and fill entirely with ice.

5.

Lemonade:
Fill cooler half full from the sink, then pour and stir 6 ⅔ cups of lemonade powder.
Gently place lid on the cooler and the lemonade should be ready when needed.

6.

Pre-prepared Beverage Items:
This includes Gatorade, soda, water, etc., which can be found in the Pepsi Coolers.
Make sure that the coolers are stocked at all times. Beverage items to put in the
coolers can be found in the refrigerator or the storage room.

7.

Beverage Item Name: _____________________________
Instructions: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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General Operations
§3.4 - MEAL PREPARATION:
Meals are a combination of multiple menu items. They include one food item, one
snack item, and one beverage item. Typical meal upgrade options are available for
the following: chili bowl, chicken strips, chili cheese dog, corn dog, Frito pie, hot
dog, and pulled pork.

§3.6 - EQUIPMENT AND INVENTORY:
The basic and recommended operation is listed below for the equipment used in
the kitchen. Refer to each instruction manual for more detailed use and
appropriate maintenance. Note that not all equipment and inventory items or
appliances are listed here; just the most commonly used ones.
1.

Banners:
We have several banners to show where we are located. At least one is hung
outside and the other is hung above the service counter. Be careful if using tape to
hang as it might not stick very well and it could damage the banners. Make sure to
clean before and after hanging. Roll up and place in box or tube to store.

2.

Beverage Urns:
Used to prepare and dispense hot regular coffee, ice tea, or hot water. Clean by
washing, rinsing, sanitizing, before, and after use (do not submerge the device).
The light (green or red) on front indicates if the beverage is ready or not.

3.

Dairy Cart:
The dairy cart can be used to sell items to the 4-H’ers that are showing livestock in
the barns. However, sometimes that is not possible, so the dairy cart can be used
to provide condiments to the Dairy Bar customers.

4.

First Alert Safe:
This is the combination safe to store money and valuable items, which is located
in the storage room. View the First Alert manual for details and the combination key.
Combination Key:
-
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5.

Hand Sinks:
There are two hand sinks in the kitchen (one by the door of the storage room and
one by the exterior windows) to be strictly used only for hand washing only! Make
sure there are paper towels and soap in both of the dispensers above the sink. If
one of the dispenser’s is empty, then contact The Ranch maintenance team, the
extension agent, or find these supplies in the McKee janitors closet of available.

6.

Heat ’N Serve:
There are two warmer units. One is for keeping the pulled pork warm and the
other for keeping the chili warm. Before using, place approximately one cup of
water at the bottom of the warmer (important: check and add water throughout the
day, so that the warmer doesn’t run dry), and turn the temperature control to
variable 5. When using, make sure that the warmer is heated before placing food
into the warmer bowl, use all of the food in the bowl before transferring more food
into the bowl. Make sure to keep the utensil inside the bowl as much as possible.

7.

Hot Dog Roller:
This is a cylinder rolling grill for heating and keeping hot dogs up to temperature.
Before use, put grease tray below the rollers and clean appliance (wash, rinse, and
sanitize). Set a higher temperature variable for the back and a low variable for the
front. Allow up to 15 minutes for hot dogs to reach temperature when heating from
the back. Once up to temperature, move hot dogs to the front of the appliance.
When finished use for the day, allow to cool on the low variable and use a soft rag
to clean as the rollers are still spinning. Also, before washing the tray below the
rollers, make sure to dump the grease into the trash and not the sink.

8.

Hot Pass:
The hot pass (known as the “Cres-Cor”) keeps food items at or above 145 degrees
Fahrenheit (63˚C) for a long or extended time periods. Use this to keep food
warm that is not being served, but is ready to be served when needed. The main
purpose of the hot pass is to keep prepared corn dogs warm until served.

9.

Ice Container:
The ice container is for storing and keeping the ice cold. It is located in the middle
of the kitchen. Please keep the door closed at all times unless gathering ice. Do not
leave any utensil in the container or the ice might have to be thrown out!
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10.

Ice Cream Machine:
The Taylor Soft Serve machine (C712) is the most advanced appliance in the
kitchen. Before use, clean (wash, rinse, and sanitize) and check to make sure it is
performing as it should well before business operation. This machine has three
knobs (right for vanilla, left for chocolate, and the middle for twist). Because of
the advanced nature of this machine, you must be trained, read the manual, and
watch the dvd for proper use. Due to improper use in the past, this machine had to
be fixed at expensive price tags, so please know what you’re doing and take care
of it as this machine is a specialty of our kitchen!

11.

Microwave:
The microwave is used to quickly warm up food. It is commonly used for
warming up corn dogs. To turn on and set a duration, turn the right knob to any
desirable variable and it will heat automatically. Make sure to keep it clean.

12.

Mop Sink:
The mop sink station can be found in the janitors closet. There you will also find
mops, buckets with wringers, and brooms. Make sure that there is at least two
mops that have new heads and enough solution prior to Dairy Bar business
operation. If not, ask the extension agent to contact Ovations for more.

13.

Nacho Cheese Dispenser:
Used to keep warm and dispense the nacho cheese. The cheese is usually used for
nachos, pretzels, and sometimes chili cheese dogs, and chili bowl. Note that this
machine is simple, but can be frustrating to use sometimes. Also finding cheese
bags that fit on the nozzle can be a little difficult or my not be available.

14.

Oven:
If something needs to be heated quickly and to high temperatures, the oven is what
we use. Before using make sure that the appliance is clean as possible. When
operating, press the bake function and use the up/down feature to select your
desired temperature, then press start. When finished using for the day, rag clean
with soap, water, and sanitizer. If any items becomes damaged on this appliance,
contact the Extension Agent as soon as possible!
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15.

Pretzel Warmer:
This device warms soft pretzels directly from the freezer. Before use, clean (soap,
water, and sanitize) the machine, fill the reservoir located at the top of the machine
with distilled water (make sure you don’t over fill with water as it will short circuit
the machine) and turn on the machine to 110 Degrees Fahrenheit (43˚C). Place up
to twelve pretzels in the machine at a time (one for each pair of wires) and allow
to warm up for about 10 minutes. When finished using for the day, let it cool
down before cleaning the entire machine.

16.

Refrigerator and Freezer:
Used to store and preserve store bought food products during the operation of the
Dairy Bar. Before operation of the Dairy Bar (during the county fair), clean both
appliances with soap, water, & sanitizer and check to make sure they are working
properly as they should. Note: it is recommended to keep all frozen products in
the freezer until ready to serve or use.

17.

Pepsi Coolers:
There are two portable soda coolers to refrigerate soda bottles and cans, which can
be moved to any convenient location within the kitchen. Make sure to clean the
coolers before using them and fill with more soda frequently.

18.

Service Counter:
There are two service counters (one for outdoor access and one for indoor access).
Typically, we only use the indoor access service counter, which can be opened by
using the poll cords (note that the gate motors usually do not work). To open the
window for the outdoor service counter, the window lock needs to be removed.
Rarely, does the outdoor service counter get used.

19.

Snack Rack:
The snack rack is used to display some of the candy, chips, and other snacks
available for customers to purchase. Before loading with snacks, make sure the
rack is clean. Also place snacks, so they are easily visible to customers. Also note
that it is recommended not to place the rack near the ice cream machine.
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20.

Storage Area:
The storage room is where all of our equipment, food supplies, and materials are
stored throughout the year. Everything in this room needs to stay organized,
labeled, and clean. All items that will come into contact with food need to be
stored in the plastic totes during the year. The only time they should be out of the
totes is during Dairy Bar business operation. Please note that there must be room
to access the roof access ladder towards the back of the room, and the first aid kit
and coat racks at the front of the room. If you ever need access to the storage
room, the extension agent can provide you a temporary spare key (it is very
important that you do not loan these keys out to anyone).

21.

Square with iPad and Drawer.
Used for cash and electronic transactions. The device currently used is a Square
stand connected to an iPad and sits on a wooden cash drawer. It also can be used to
keep track of inventory, tickets, and shifts if used properly. Before using this
device, you will need to login by using the cashier code (3690) or your worker ID
number. Some functions (e.g. changing prices or settings) may not be available as
you will need a manager to enter an admin code to gain access. A KDS system can
also be used with this device to help with kitchen efficiency, however, additional
iPads are needed. It is usually stored in the safe as it is a highly valued item.
Remember to keep it charged and check that it is working as it should frequently.

22.

Thermometers:
Used to ensure that everything is up to temperature for food safety. Each
thermometer must be recalibrated each day of use. Calibrate by adjusting to 32˚F
(0˚C) with the sheath when thermometer is stabilized in a 50/50 ice and water
slush bath. Be careful and avoid cross contamination by sanitizing them often.

23.

1-2-3 Wash Sinks:
This sink is located against the back wall of the kitchen and is used for all utensils
that touch foods. The first (1) sink is for washing, the second (2) sink is for
rinsing, the third (3) sink is for sanitizing, and the rack above is for air drying.
Make sure the water is warm at all times and check that there is enough soap and
sanitizer solution, if not, ask the Extension Agent to contact Ovations for more.
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§3.5 - KITCHEN PROCEDURES:
These are the standard operation procedures (optional, but recommended). Tasks
are listed in chronological order for throughout the day (B), when opening (A),
and when closing (C).
A.

Daily Shift Tasks:
(A. DAILY SHIFT TASKS) START OF EACH SHIFT: TASKS
A:

Make sure workers, managers, and advisors check into the log book, are
on time ready for their shift, and wash their hands properly.

[

]

B:

Assign all workers to their stations and make sure everyone is healthy
ready, comfortable, happy, and up to date with the current shift status.

[

]

(A. DAILY SHIFT TASKS) THROUGHOUT EACH SHIFT: TASKS
1:

Use thermometer and take temperature of all hot items. Make sure
everything is above 145˚F and record all information on the temp sheet.

[

]

2:

Check soap and sanitizer solutions in sink. If below temp range or
contaminated, drain sinks and refill with warm water and new solution.

[

]

3:

Exchange dirty utensils with clean utensils at each station.

[

]

4:

Wash and sanitize ice scoop. Restock at station.

[

]

5:

Wash, sanitize, and check calibration of all thermometers being used.

[

]

6:

Sanitize all surfaces (also wash and rinse if necessary). This includes
countertops, door handles, microwave, ice machine, pretzel machine, hot
pass, heat ’n serves, soda coolers, and soft serve machine.

[

]

7:

Sweep/wipe areas where food/liquids has spilled.

[

]

8:

Check each station: restock and tidy where necessary.

[

]

9:

Check the trash and take out if needed.

[

]

10:

Check glove boxes (S, M, L) and restock if needed.

[

]

11:

Check soda coolers and restock if needed.

[

]

12:

Check dairy cart/table and service counters: organize and restock if
needed.

[

]

13:

Update and/or modify menu board if necessary.

[

]

14:

Update and make any changes to anything if necessary.

[

]
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(A. DAILY SHIFT TASKS) END OF EACH SHIFT: TASKS

B.

A:

Drain sinks and replace with fresh soap, rinse, and sanitizer.

[

]

B:

Clean all surfaces using soap, rinse, and sanitizer.

[

]

C:

Make sure the next shift workers are ready, comfortable, and up to date
with the status of each station before you or anyone leaves.

[

]

Opening Tasks:
(B. OPENING TASKS) PRE-OPENING: TASKS
A:

Make sure workers, managers, and advisors check into the log book, are
on time ready for their shift, and wash their hands properly.

[

]

B:

Assign all workers to their stations and make sure everyone is healthy,
ready, comfortable, happy, and up to date with the current shift status.

[

]

(B. OPENING TASKS) OPENING: TASKS
1:

Preheat one oven to 425˚F (bake 1-2 pans of pulled pork in this oven for
45 minutes once up to temperature) and the other to 170˚F for burritos.

[

]

2:

Turn on the hot pass to 145˚F (the sixth variable on the dial).

[

]

3:

Start the regular coffee and hot water.

[

]

4:

Set up the sinks and start cleaning all utensils for use.

[

]

5:

Clean all surfaces using soap, rinse, and sanitizer.

[

]

6:

Prepare the ice cream machine and pour mix.

[

]

7:

Check and calibrate at least three thermometers to use for the day.

[

]

8:

Add one cup of water to both heat ’n serve units and turn on to the
fifth variable.

[

]

9:

Start heating 5-6 quarts of chili (use microwave to heat up to 165˚F).

[

]

10:

Prepare cash register (and KDS if being used).
*Check the Square with iPad and load the drawer with cash*

[

]

11:

Set condiments, plastic wear, and napkins out on the dairy cart or table.

[

]

12:

Make the iced tea and lemonade.

[

]

13:

Set up pretzel station and the nacho cheese station.

[

]

(List continues on next page)
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General Operations
(B. Opening Tasks - Continued from previous page)
14:

Stock gloves, shoe covers, and set out aprons.

[

]

15:

Restock all paper and foam products at each station
(plates, bowls, cups, etc.)

[

]

16:

Organize and restock candy and chips.

[

]

17:

Restock the Pepsi coolers with soda, water, tea, etc.

[

]

18:

Update and/or modify menu board if necessary.

19:

Update and make any changes necessary before opening

[

]

C. Closing Tasks:
(C. CLOSING TASKS) PRE-CLOSING: TASKS
A:

One hour before closing: don’t make any new batches of food and don’t
add any mix to the ice cream machine.

[

]

B:

Half hour before closing: sell hot food and made beverages half price.

[

]

C:

At closing: if any customers are still in line, serve them. Close the
window once all customers are gone.

[

]

(C. CLOSING TASKS) CLOSING: TASKS
1:

Empty extra ice cream out of machine by filling the 8oz. cups. Use lids
to cover and place them in the freezer to use for the next day.

[

]

2:

Wash, rinse, and sanitize the entire (inside and outside) of the soft serve
machine. The parts of the machine needs to be removed. All rubber
pieces need to be lubricated. Put back together using gloves only.

[

]

3:

Dump leftover lemonade and ice tea down middle kitchen sink. Wash,
rinse, and sanitize coolers. Set them back in the station for the morning.

[

]

4:

Dump leftover coffee and hot water down middle kitchen sink. Wash,
rinse, and sanitize urns. Set them back up in the station for the morning.

[

]

5:

Discard leftover chili from heat ‘n serve pots into trash. Wash, rinse, and
sanitize pot and lid. Wipe down device. Set back in station for morning.

[

]

6:

Discard leftover burritos, hot dogs, and pretzels in the trash
(these items cannot be reheated).

[

]

(List continues on next page)
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General Operations
(C. Closing Tasks - Continued from previous page)

7:

Pans of food in hot pass can be reheated the next day. Place food in
plastic storage containers with lids only half full and put in refrigerator
to cool. If none are available, then use Ziplock bags.
Discard pulled pork trays and lids.

[

]

8:

Close and put away all open bread and chip bags. Make sure they are air
tight (rubber bands or Ziplock) so they don’t dry out.

[

]

9:

Take pulled pork from freezer to thaw in refrigerator
(during the weekend, put about 5-6 packages in there).

[

]

10:

Clean all surfaces and equipment with wash, rinse and sanitizer:
counters, microwave, hot dog roller, pretzel warmer, hot pass, heat ‘n
serves, nacho cheese machine, soda coolers, refrigerator, freezer, ice
machine, hand sinks, kitchen sink, etc.

[

]

11:

Collect all dirty utensils and dishes. Wash, rinse, and sanitize all dishes
that were used. Allow to air dry before putting away. Put all dishes
away either in storage or at station.

[

]

12:

Wash, rinse, and sanitize the ice scoop and tray, then put back.

[

]

13:

Wash, rinse, and sanitize the oven mitts, then hang back up to dry.

[

]

14:

Restock soda coolers and snack rack.

[

]

15:

If operating dairy bar next morning: set up stations for the next day by
restocking plates, bowls, cups, utensils, etc.

[

]

16:

Collect money from cash drawer. Put at least $100 in safe for next day.

[

]

17:

Take out the trash. Make sure to put a new bag in the trash can and wipe
down lid and rim.

[

]

18:

Collect dirty towels to take home and clean. Bring back the next day.

[

]

19:

Sweep the entire kitchen.

[

]

20:

Mop the entire kitchen.

[

]

21:

Update any information for tomorrow and say ‘thank you’ to everyone.

[

]
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§3.7 - MARKETING:
Proper marketing is important for the success of the Dairy Bar. There are two
forms when marketing the Dairy Bar. Please make sure that the 18 USC 707
emblem is used legally and appropriately on all marketing materials.
1.

Fairground Marketing.
Whenever and wherever possible, we should be posting advertisements. This can
be signs that includes catchlines, menus, schedules, etc… Common places are near
doors, walls, and bathrooms in the exhibit halls and livestock barns. Large signs in
arena circle and banners hanging from the McKee building is also common. Also
utilize promotional products, and represent the club by looking your best and
wearing the junior leader t-shirt or polo.

2.

Online and Social Media Marketing.
Advertising can be used on the clover connections, county extension website, and
the junior leadership club website (www.juniorleadership.club). Utilizing social
media, such as Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, etc., is also a great way to
reach out to thousands of people and let them know of the Dairy Bar. Make sure
you use online marketing and cyber networking responsibly, and to not use cell
phones while working unless you have been permitted by a manager or advisor.

§3.8 - CASH HANDLING:
Handling money from the service counters is very important. Remember that you
are accountable for all cash during your shift as a manager or cashier. To insure
efficiency and appropriate handling, please review all tips and procedures listed.
•

Only open the drawer when necessary to refill or withdraw the cash.

•

Always record how much money you put in the drawer. The Square will record
withdraws automatically.

•

Never accept any notes that are larger than $20.

•

To insure accuracy, count back all change to the customer after withdrawing it.

•

It’s recommended to keep a large amount of $1 notes in the drawer.
(Continues on next page)
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§3.8 - Cash Handling: Continued from page 20:
•

Always keep notes organized in the drawer.

•

If a customer uses a credit card, turn P.O.S. unit to receive a signature.

•

Remember that JLC is non-profit and we are tax exempt.

•

Audit at the end of the day and have two different people count the drawer
cash, record the amount, and lock into the safe and deposit into the bank.

•

Refunds and reimbursements may be allowed with a receipt and a manager or
advisor approval.

§3.9 - EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:
It is important to know and become familiar with the procedures of an emergency,
such as an individual accident or crisis situation because it is unknown when an
emergency situation will take place. Follow these procedures:
(1) Remain calm and do not panic.
(2) Your first priority is to protect yourself and others.
(3) Always be alert and aware.
(4) Be flexible as the situation changes.
(5) Contact the extension staff, advisors, parents, responsible adults, or dial 911.
(6) The first responsible adult in the situation is in charge.
(7) Find the main emergency procedures and first aid kit located in the McKee
building’s janitors closet, the main entrance, and the storage room.
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Workplace Policies
§4.1 - COLORADO 4-H CODE OF CONDUCT:
4-H members, leaders, parents, and other adults participating in 4-H programs will:
1.

Adhere to program rules, curfews, dress codes, policies, and rules of the facility
being used.

2.

Conduct themselves in a courteous, respectful manner, use appropriate language,
exhibit good sportsmanship, and act as positive role models.

3.

Abstain from illegal behaviors, use of alcohol, marijuana, illegal or illicit drugs,
and tobacco including e-cigarettes and vaping device during 4-H events and
activities.

4.

Fully participate in scheduled activities.

5.

Respect others property and privacy rights.

6.

Respect the rights and authority of parents, leaders and Extension Agents.

7.

Abstain from abuse (physical and/or verbal) and harassment.

8.

Accept personal responsibility for behavior including any financial damage.

9.

Be responsible for any financial damage caused by inappropriate behavior.

10. Adhere to principles and rules of safety.
Consequences for violating any part of this code of conduct may include, but are not
limited to: removal from participation in the event in which the code of conduct has been
violated (at the individual’s expense); sanctions on participating in future 4-H events;
forfeiture of financial support for the event; removal from offices held, etc.
Behavior outside of 4-H activities can affect “member in good standing” or
“volunteer in good standing” status.
It is the responsibility of all program participants to reinforce the code of conduct and
intervene when necessary to enforce the rules.
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Workplace Policies
§4.2 - DAIRY BAR DRESS CODE:
The following dress has been developed to maintain professionalism and to prevent
participants from becoming offended or uncomfortable during during work in the Dairy
Bar. If you choose to dress inappropriately, you will be asked to change. Planning ahead
and packing appropriately, will save yourself the inconvenience of changing your attire.
Please be advised that the following dress code will be enforced for all individuals
working at the 4-H Dairy Bar.
1. Clothing: All clothing shall be neat, clean, acceptable in repair and appearance, and
shall be worn within the bounds of decency and good taste as appropriate for 4-H
events and activities.
2. Articles of clothing which display profanity, products, or slogans which promote
tobacco, alcohol, drugs, sex or are in any other way distracting, are prohibited.
3. Excessively baggy or tight clothing which advertises gang symbols or affiliation is
prohibited.
4. Items of clothing which expose bare midriffs, bare chests, undergarments, or
that are transparent (see-through) are prohibited. Tank tops with straps wider
than one inch are permitted. Please be advised that spaghetti straps, shirts
which expose a bare back, halter tops, and tube tops are prohibited.
5. Shorts must be mid-thigh length. No cut-off shorts or short-shorts allowed.
6. Hats need to be removed when working near or in the kitchen.
7. Flat closed toed with rubber soles must be worn at all times in the kitchen.
8. Jewelry must be kept at a minimum when working in the kitchen.
9. Disposable gloves must be worn when handling food in the kitchen.
10. The Junior Leaders 4-H t-shirt or polo is recommended to wear, but is not required.
11. Cashiers, kitchen runners, and managers of any type must wear their name badge.
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Workplace Policies
§4.3 - NON-DISCRIMINATION:
The Larimer county 4-H Junior Leadership Club prohibits discrimination in the
Dairy Bar or any other 4-H related program/activity on the basis of race, color,
national origin, gender, religion, age, disability, political beliefs, sexual
orientation, or marital/family status.

§4.4 - MANDATORY TRAINING:
Every junior leader, except managers and advisors, need to be authorized as a
competent worker for the Dairy Bar. If the 4-H member can’t display competent
abilities to be an effective worker, then he/she will not be allowed to be a cashier,
a manager of any type, or operate the ice cream machine.
Furthermore, a junior leader must have a valid ‘food safety works’ for safe food
handling (the county organizes training for members to receive their certificate).

§4.5 - HYGIENE REQUIREMENT:
The Junior Leadership Club values hygiene extremely as the fourth “H” in 4-H is
health. Please follow the hygiene policy hereof or do not work in the Dairy Bar.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hair must be neatly trimmed, combed, and restrained above the collar.
Skin and hair must be kept clean.
Fingernails must be neatly trimmed and clean.
Avoid excessive use of perfume or cologne.
Clothing must be clean and wrinkle free.
Wear clean and closed toed shoes.
Wash hands appropriately, often, and wear disposable gloves.

Please note that if you were previously in contact with animals or in the barn area,
please change clothing and shoes. If this is not available, you must wear an apron
and/or a disposable cover over your shoes, or you won’t be allowed to work.
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Workplace Policies
§4.6 - ILLNESS REQUIREMENT:
It is extremely important that you do not work in the Dairy Bar and tell the
primary managers if you have any of the following symptoms: diarrhea, vomiting,
jaundice, sore throat, fever, infected cuts, or wounds on hands or wrists.
Furthermore, also do not work and report to the Health Department if you are
diagnosed with the following illnesses: norovirus, salmonella, shigella, e-coli,
hepatitis A, or campylobacter. Before returning to work, you must be symptom
free for at least 24 hours. Also note, that if you were diagnosed with the above
illnesses you must be approved by the Health Department before working again.

§4.7 - THE USE OF CELL PHONES:
Any use of personal electronic devices in the kitchen during open business
operation are prohibited, except for emergency purposes. This is important
because it can become a problem with distraction and sanitation. All cell phones
must only be used and stored in the storage room or outside the kitchen area.

§4.8 - CLUB PROPERTY:
All workers should be aware that everything in the kitchen, except your
belongings, is the property of the Junior Leadership Club or The Ranch. Any
worker who takes club property without the consent of the club treasurer, club
president, or an advisor, is subject to discipline including, but not limited to:
responsible for expenses occurred on your behalf and removal from future
working in the Dairy Bar.
Additionally, please do not take property from The Ranch or other property that
doesn’t belong to the club, this can result in some serious consequences, including
the possibility of permanent removal of the use of this kitchen.
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§5.1 - ANNUAL EVENTS:
1.

Achievement Night:
The Junior Leadership Club helps out with Achievement Night annually by
assisting with setting everything up and presenting the awards. However, we also
sponsor the event by purchasing and serving ice cream as well. About 4.5-9
gallons of vanilla ice cream is required for this event. Additionally, set out
toppings on 3 or 4 tables in front of the exhibit hall service counter:
• Syrup: 3 bottles of chocolate, 2 bottle of caramel, and 1 bottle of strawberry.
• 4 containers of sprinkles.
• 2 boxes of Oreos (crunched up, put in a bowl with spoon).
• 1 large bag of gummy bears or other candy (put in a bowl with spoon).
• 8 cans of whip cream.
Make sure you have enough time to set everything up and to finish cleaning at a
reasonable time that same night.

2.

Livestock Field Day:
The purpose of serving at field day is to help prepare for the Dairy Bar in August,
to provide food for the event participants, and to practice citizenship by donating
our profits to a charity of our choice. Generally our menu is: soft serve, beverages
(lemonade, tea, Arnold Palmer, coffee, hot chocolate, and soda), chips, candy,
Frito pies, chili bowls, chili cheese dogs, hot dogs, oatmeal, and doughnuts. For
this food to be served, the following inventory is required:
• 3 Cans of Chili.
• 36 hot dogs and buns.
• 1 big bag of shredded cheese.
• 24 pack of candy and granola bars.
• 3 big bags of Frito chips, and 1 bag assortment of 54 mini chip bags.
• 9 containers of vanilla soft serve ice cream (optional).
• 1 container of oatmeal or a box of 12-18 packets (optional).
• 2 or 3 boxes of a dozen doughnuts.
• Beverages: 12 of each canned soda, 24 bottled waters, 1 bag of coffee grounds,
1 box of tea packets, 5 lbs of lemonade mix, and 1 box of 24 hot chocolate mix.
Start setting up the kitchen about one or two hours before the event starts and start
cleaning up an hour before it ends. Throughout the day, have about four shifts total
with at least three workers, one manager, and one advisor per shift.
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3.

Junior Jamboree:
Usually the 4-H District II Senate asks us to serve food during launch for the
Junior Jam event every year. We purchase and use a sufficient amount of trays/
plates, buns, and hot dogs for all the participants; then serve the food to everyone.
Everything we buy will be reimbursed by District II within a month.

4.

Recreation and Dance Night:
A spring event referred as ‘Fun Night’ where Larimer County clubs are invited to
dance and play games. We host the dairy bar with limited items during this event
with a similar menu as Livestock Field Day, just excluding the breakfast items.
Unique items for this event may include root beer floats and milkshakes.

§5.2 - LARIMER COUNTY FAIR:
1.

Cleaning Day and Food Pickup:
Within a week before the county fair project interview judging day, a time will be
reserved to clean the entire Masonville kitchen, picking up all food, setup/check
all equipment, and get everything organized for operation.

2.

Kitchen Hours:
The schedule for operation during the fair varies depending on the year, however,
the usual kitchen hours are listed below and should only be used as a reference:
• Tuesday (interview day), 9:00am - 5:00pm.
• Wednesday and Thursday (judging days), 11:30am-12:30pm.
• Friday (first day of fair), 4:00pm - 9:00pm.
• Saturday, (second and busiest day of fair),10:00am - 9:00pm.
• Sunday, (third and also busiest day of fair), 10:00am - 8:00pm.
• Monday, (fourth day of fair), 4:00pm - 6:00pm.
• Tuesday, (last day of fair), 4:00pm - 7:00pm.
• Wednesday (Junior Livestock Sale), 8:00am - 11:00am.

3.

Inventory:
The inventory needs to be counted, sale statistics need to be acknowledged, and a
shopping list needs to be written. A lot needs to be purchased for this fundraiser to
be possible as the Dairy Bar is very busy and almost all food, beverages, and
equipment will be used.
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Appendix
§6.1 - MASONVILLE KITCHEN MAP:
(ENTRY VESTIBULE)
E8

E15

E15

D2

E24
H2

E17
E7

E6

M12

M14

E4

M13

E16
ROOM: E21
E17

E19

M10

M6

E1

E5

W5
E12

M11

M8
E9

M15

M5
D3

E14

H1

M4
W4

E10

E18

E20

D4

E18

ROOM: M7

E5
W2

W3
M9

E2

E22
E19

M3
E13

M2
E1 / M1

D1

E3
(EXHIBIT HALL A)

LEGEND:
‣E1: Banner
‣E2: Urns
‣E3: Dairy Cart
‣E4: First Alert Safe
‣E5: Hand Sinks
‣E6: Heat ’N Serve
‣E7: Hot Dog Roller
‣E8: Cres-Cor Hot Pass
‣E9: Ice Container
‣E10: Soft Serve Machine
‣E12: Microwave
‣E13: Mop Sink
‣E14: Nacho Cheese Dispenser
‣E15: Oven
‣E16: Pretzel Warmer
‣E17: Refrigerator and Freezer

‣E18: Pepsi Coolers
‣E19: Service Counter
‣E20: Snack Rack
‣E21: Storage Area
‣E22: Drawer and POS
‣E24: 1-2-3 Wash Sinks
‣W2: Cashier Station
‣W3: Kitchen Runner
‣W4: Soft Serve Station
‣W5: Food Stations
‣H1: First Aid & Personal Storage
(do not block)
‣
‣H2: Latter (do not block)
‣M1: Menu Board
‣M2: Information Book / Check-in
‣M3: Schedule and Updates Board
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‣M4: Gloves and Aprons
‣M5: Trash Can
‣M6: Middle Sink
‣M7: Janitors Closet
‣M8: Coolers
‣M9: Instruction Manuals
‣M10: Pans, Paper, and Plastic
‣M11: Bowls, Cups, and Plates
‣M12: Utensils and Parts
‣M13: Random and Promo
‣M14: Rags and Cleaning Supplies
‣M15: Food and Beverage Supply
‣D1-2: Enter and Exit Doors
‣D3-4: Room Doors
‣O1: ________________________
‣O2: ________________________
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§6.2 - COMMITTEE ORGANIZATIONAL CHART:
LARIMER COUNTY - CSU EXTENSION
What makes this program possible.

LARIMER COUNTY 4-H
JUNIOR LEADERSHIP CLUB
Approves and supports all of the
Dairy Bar operation.

JUNIOR LEADER ADVISORY
Encourages all work from the
committees, but also ensures we are
set up for success.
All advisors of the club are members.

DAIRY BAR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Administers the operation, organizes training for
members, encourage food safety, adopts kitchen
policies, and supervises the below subcommittees.
To be a member of the management committee, you
need to be either an oﬃcer or a subcommittee chair.
All members are Primary Managers of the Dairy Bar.

DAIRY BAR MARKETING SUBCOMMITTEE
Responsible for promotion, advertising, and
updating signs/labels in the kitchen.

DAIRY BAR MENU SUBCOMMITTEE
Determines food options, prices for
the menu, and prepares instructions.

DAIRY BAR OPERATION SUBCOMMITTEE
Keep track of inventory, supervise maintenance
of equipment, and make sure kitchen is in
appropriate condition for business.
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§6.3 - NOTES AND COMMENTS:
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Larimer County 4-H Junior Leadership Club Dairy Bar

Thermometer Calibration Log
Fill up a large cup with mostly ice and a little water, place the thermometer in the cup, stir and wait 1
minute for the thermometer to stabilize and then record the temperature. If the thermometer is within
+/- 2°F of 32°F than the thermometer is calibrated, if not the thermometer must be calibrated, or removed
from use. Managers will verify that thermometer calibration is being checked.

DATE: ________ / ________ / ________
Thermometer

Initials

Temperature
Reading

Accurate
Temperature?

Corrective Action

Larimer County 4-H Junior Leadership Club Dairy Bar

Temperature Log
Potentially Hazardous Foods must be held at 41°F or lower or 135°F or higher. Never allow foods to sit
out at room temperature. Instructions: Record the food item, location or description of holding unit, date,
time, temperature, corrective action (if needed), and initials. A manager will verify that foods are holding
at the correct temperatures.

STATION: ___________________________
DATE: ________ / ________ / ________
Initials

Time

Temperature

Corrective Action

DAIRY DAR DISPOSAL LOG
Any food item thrown or given away must be reported on this log

(Today’s date is _____________)
ITEM DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

Reheating Temperature Log

All reheated foods must be rapidly reheated to 165°F or greater, using proper equipment such as a stovetop, microwave, or oven. Do NOT use
steam tables to reheat food.
Instructions: Record the date, product name, start time, final temperature and time, and any corrective action taken.
A manager will verify that foods are being properly reheated.
Date

Food Item

Start time

1/1/15

Clam Chowder

10:30

Final Temperature/
Time
172°F / 1:00

Department of Health and Environment
Larimer.org/Health
970-498-6776

Corrective Action Taken
None

Initials

Cooling Log

The cooling process can take no longer than 6 hours: the first 2 hours to cool the food from 135°F to 70°F and 4 additional hours to cool the food
from 70°F to 41°F or below. If a food does not reach 70°F within 2 hours the food must be reheated to 165°F and cooled again or discarded.
Approved cooling methods include:

•
•
•
•

Using shallow pans 2 inches or less
• Add ice as an ingredient.
Separating food into smaller portions
• Do not cover food while it is cooling.
Using rapid cooling equipment such as blast chiller
• Never cool food at room temperature
Ice bath with ice wand
Instructions: Record temperatures every hour during the cooling process. A manager will verify that foods have been cooled properly.
Date

4/2

Food Item

Spaghetti
Noodles

Intial
Temp

Time/
Temp

Time/
Temp

Time/
Temp

Time/
Temp

Time/
Temp

Time/
Temp

180

11:30
132°F

12:30
68°F

1:30
61°F

2:30
53°F

3:30
46°F

4:30
39°F

Department of Health and Environment
Larimer.org/Health
970-498-6776

Corrective Actions Taken

None

Initials

Larimer County 4-H
Junior Leadership Club
Dairy Bar Handbook
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